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Calculating dense-snow avalanche runout using aVoellmy-
fluid model with active/passive longitudinal straining
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ABSTRACT. A quasi-one-dimensional dense-snow avalanche model has been devel-
oped to predict avalanche runout and flow velocity in a general two-dimensional terrain.
The model contains three different dense-snow-avalanche flow laws. These are: (1) a
Voellmy-fluid flow law with longitudinal active/passive straining, (2) aVoellmy-fluid flow
law advanced bv Russian researchers in which the Coulomb-like drv friction is limited bv
a yield stress, a~d (3) a modified Criminale-Ericksen-Filby fluid m~del proposed by No;-
wegian researchers. The application of the Voellmy-fluid law with active/passive straining
to solve practical avalanche-dynamics problems is evaluated by applying the model to
simulate laboratory experiments and field case-studies. The model is additionally evalu-
ated by comparing simulation results using the Russian and Norwegian models. In a final
analysis the influence of the initial conditions on avalanche runout is investigated. vVecon-
clude that the model resolves many of the shortcomings of the Voellmy-Salm model,
which is traditionally used in Switzerland to predict avalanche runout. Furthermore,
sinee the model contains the three well-calibrated parameters of the Swiss Guidelines on
avalanche calculation it can be readily applied in practice. vVediscuss why we believe the
Russian and Norwegian models are not ready for practical application. Finally, we show
that many problems remain, such as the specification of the initial release conditions. vVe
conclude that numerical models require a more detailed description of initial fracture
conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

In Alpine countries avalanche-dynamics models are used
by engineers and land-usc planners to predict the reach
and destructive force of snow avalanches. For the past
40 years the Voellmy model (Voellmy, 1955),with major
modifications made by Salm (1966,1972),has been applied
to dimension avalanche-hazard zones in Switzerland. The
Voellmy-Salm (VS) model is embedded in the SwissGuide-
lines for avalanche runout calculation (Salm and others,
1990).The model (and the Swiss Guidelines) have often
been criticized in the literature. Some of the most frequent
complaints are:

1. the VS model is incomplete since it calculates neither the
dispersal of the snow mass as it moves down the moun-
tainside, nor thc instantaneous velocity field, nor the
deposition area in the runout zone (Hutter and others,
1989);

2. the runout distance is calculated with respect to the
center of mass and not the leading edge of the avalanche
(McClung and Mears, 1995);

I \Ve refer to the older, analytical method of the Swiss
Guidelines as the VS model. The term "Voellmy fluid"
refers to the constitutive law which can be implemented
in a numerical code. This terminology was first used by
Hungr (1995).
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3. the predicted deposition heights arc unrealistic
(McClung and Mears, 1995);

4. it is illogical to compute avalanche vcloeities and runout
distances on paths of complex geometry by selecting a
priori the reference position that separates the acceler-
ation and deceleration portions of the avalanche path
(Perla and others, ]980);

5. the VS model takes into account only the external forces
acting on the avalanche mass and does not provide infor-
mation on the distribution of stresses within the
avalanche body (Norem and others, 1989).

Because ofthese deficiencies,a detailed verification of the
VS model using experimentally measured velocitiesand Dow
heights is not possible. A description of the VS calculation
procedure and a thorough critique - and defense- of the
VS model can be found in Bartelt and Gruber (1997).

The purpose of this paper is to present a quasi-one-di-
mensional, hydraulics-based, depth-averaged continuum
model that resolves the above-listed shortcomings and
therefore provides a more detailed description of avalanche
motion. The model continues to employ aVoellmy-fluidflow
law. This law dividcs avalanche flow resistance into a dry
Coulomb-type friction and a viscous resistance which varies
with the square of the flow velocity.lVoellmy termed the lat-
ter "turbulent" friction since the mathematical formulation
is similar to the well-known turbulent Chezy equation used
in open-channel-flow hydraulics. Voellmy also considered
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non-rectangular velocity profiles, implying that he believed
that large shear deformations exist w'ithin the avalanche
flow body (seeVoellmy, 1955).

These notions, however, have not been supported by ex-
perimental evidence or observations of real avalanches
(Gubler and others, ]986).The "turbulent" friClion term has
been redefined as a shear resistance acting at the sliding
base of the avalanche. According to Salm (1993), the resis-
tance is due to the impact of moving snow granules with ob-
stacles protruding from the ground, which continuously
dissipates kinetic energy. The protrusions may have dimen-
sions of 0.1- LO m. The shear layer where these collisions
occur is small compared to the total flow height, especially
for large avalanche events. On an absolutely flat sliding sur-
face the "turbulent" friction term disappears (sec the fast
observed acceleration of snow avalanches in starting zones).
The avalanche body contains no shearing deformations and
moves as a cohesive "plug".Thus, the physical iIllerpretation
of the Voellmy-fluid rcsistancc law has undergone consider-
able transformation since the original definition was pro-
posed byVoellmy.

Voellmy also did not introduce internal friction into his
model, because he believed that the "turbulent movement"
of the avalanche substantially reduces flow resistance in a
proccss similar to "the vibrating of concrete to improve its
workability". However, Salm (1968)maintained that snow
is not an ideal fluid and, subsequently, undcr a tcnsilc
(active) or compressive (passive) longitudinal strain,
internal friction arises. He proposcd that the longitudinal
stress depends only on the internal friction angle, as in dry
sand. The magnitude of the internal friction angle was first
based on measurcmcnts (anglc of rcpose) of avalanche de-
posits, and then on actual experiments with the snow chute
of the Weissfluhjoch (Salm, ]968).This simple model allows
for active/passive longitudinal straining in the flow plug
which regulates flow heights primarily in the transition
zone.This concept has also been introduced into the numer-
ical model, which likewise regulates flow heights. It intro-
duccs a third flow parameter into the model (tcrmcd the
active/passive pressure coefficient, .\), but one that, com-
pared to the Voellmy-fluid parameters, does not vary signif-
icantly. This simplc procedurc avoids the introduction of
more than one additional flow parameter. In reality, cohe-
sion also plays an important rolc (scc, e.g., the behavior of
avalanches in the runout zone). In this case, the internal
friction should consist of two parts, onc based on the friction
angle and the other on the cohesion. Since only the first part
is contained in the VS model and other numerical models,
such as Savage and Hutter (1991) or the proposed onc, this
fact appears as an increase in .\ during the back-calculation
of real avalanches.

~onetheless, an essential question to pose is why newer
numerical models should continue to employ an old and per-
haps outdated flow law. Detractors ofVoellmy-fluid models
assert that the model is purely phenomenological, i.e. the
model parameters are based solely on back-calculations of
field cvcnts. As such, the model parameters cannot be meas-
ured independently. Numerical models could employ flow
laws based on constitutivc cquations formulated from both
field and laboratory tests. A first step in this direction is the
Norwegian NIS (Norem, Irgens and Schieldrop) model
based on a modified Criminalc-Erickscn-Filby constitutive
flow law (~orem and others, 1987). This constitutive law
agrees with Bagnold's theory of granular flow, in that both
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the shear and normal stress vary with the square of the shear
ratc. At thc vcry lcast, a model should be able to simulate
laboratory chute experiments, as in Hutter and others (1995).

Advocates of Voellmy-fluid models counter by arguing
that, first of all, most models, including the NIS model,
define the sliding friction between the ground and the ava-
lanche body as the sum of a Coulomb-type friction and a
term proportional to the flow velocity squared: (Perla and
othcrs, 1980; Norcm and others, 1987, 1989; Kumar and
others, 1998; Grigorian and Ostoumov, in press). Several of
these models have also been validatcd by cxtcnsive compar-
ison to field cvents (e.g. the Russian model; Eglit , 1998). Sec-
ondly, an important assumption of the Voellmy-fluid model,
which has been verified by field tests, is plug flow. Due to
cohesion and the fast sintering of snow granules in the main
part of flow, there is no possibility of snow-particle motions
relative to neighboring particles. In the shear layer, particle
motion is restricted; the mean free path of these partieles is
very small. Therefore, a constant particle concentration and
a rectangular velocity profile can be assumed. In general,
and especially in the runout zone, advocates do not believe
in the fluidization of the entire avalanche body. Particles
(not single ice crystals but snow clods with diameters of
0.1- LO m) have coefficients of rcstitution elose to zero. This
impedes the upward movement of the snow granules; more-
over, the granules mow: with a stream-wise velocity: a
necessary physical and mathematical condition [or the
depth integration of the governing differential equations
and the formulation of any hydraulic model.

Another argument is the lack of well-tested alternatives.
yfodels which divide avalanche f10winto both a plug-f1ow
and a fluidized layer regime are too complicated, and are
hampered by the need [or correct definition of the fluidized
layer height. In our simulations using the Norwegian NIS
model, which at present assumes no plug-flow regime, we
have found that the model can satisfactorily simulate many
extreme avalanche events, but that the shear deformations
within the avalanche body are unrealistically large (Bartelt
and Salm, 1998).

Finally, proponents of the Voellmy-fluid model (Salm,
1993) point out that the model is not based on laboratory
tests and computer simulations with materials which are
completely different from snow, such as glass spheres,
crushed walnut shells or plastic. The Voellmy-fluid law is
based on observations of real avalanches. In the end it is a
simplc model, perhaps too simple, but the complexity of
the avalanche-dynamics problem demands simplification.

These arguments are not entirely convincing. Oppo-
nents say that more hard evidence is required. For example,
the model parameters are based on comparing run out
distances of real avalanche events alone. As stated above,
very little work has been done to corroborate measured flow
velocities and deposition heights. Even the velocity and
flow-hcight measurcmcnts of a well-documented extreme
avalanche like Aulta (Gubler and others, 1986) are inade-
quate to test the model's flow assumptions because of the
very rough estimate of the initial fracture volume of the
avalanche.

This is a very interesting, and unresolved, scientific
debate which has an important practical component: a spe-
cial advantage of the Voellmy-f1uidf10wlaw is that it con-
tains only two f10wparameters whose magnitude has been
determined by back-calculations using historical avalanche
events (Buser and Frutiger, 1980). This set of well-calibrated
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2. A VOELLMY-FLUID MODEL

aQ a [ Q2] Dhat + ax a(x, t) A + AgA ax eos 'l/J = gA(So - Sf)'

(2)

6. Flow velocity and depth are unsteady and non-uniform.

Note that the system of equations is completely general; no
assumptinl1S have yet been Inade re;;?!'c"inb !he ('c~£tituti\'e
relations, slip conditions or velocity profile.

The parameter o:(x, t) is the velocity profile factor. For a
rectangular velocity profile,

(1)

(3)

aA aQ-+-=0at ax

Fig. 1. VoellmyJluid.

x

Let X be the horizontal coordinate and Z (X) the mountain
profile. The formulation of our quasi-one-dimensional
depth-averaged continuum model uses the independent
variable x to define the length along the avalanche profile
(see Fig. I). Avalanche flow is described by two scalar fields
A(x, t) and Q(x, t). The first field, A(x, t), represents the
cross-sectional t10w area at x and time t, and the second
field, Q (x, t), gives the average snow discharge along the
mountain profile. The principles of conservation of mass
and momentum are invoked to provide the governing differ-
ential equations describing dense-snow avalanche move-
ment in conservative form:

As usual, 9 is acceleration due to gravity, h( x, t) is the ava-
lanche flow height, So and Sf are the acceleration and fric-
tion slope, respectively, A is the active/passive pressure
coefficient and 0: is the vclocity profile factor. The equations
are based on several important assumptions:

I. Flowing snow is modeled as a t1uid continuum of mean
constant density p.

2. The flow width, w( x), is known.

3. A clearly defined top flow surface exists.

4. The flow height, h(x, t), is the average flow height across
the section, i.e. the flow height is level over the flow
width, w( x).

5. The vertical pressure distribution is hydrostatic. Centri-
petal pressures which modify the hydrostatic pressure
distribution are not accounted for.

a(x, t) = 1.

See Savage and Hutter (1989) for more details.

flow parameters for extreme avalanche events is a necessary
condition for the application of any newer (numerical)
model in practice.

Thus the second aim of this paper is to clearly evaluate
the use of a numerical Voellmy-fluid flow law for practical
avalanche-dynamics calculations. ,,ve begin by stating the
governing differential equations of the numerical Voellmy-
fluid model in section 2. \Ve state the equations in general
conservative form, which allows us to apply upwinded fi-
nite-difference schemes that contain no artificial numerical
damping. Unlike previous attempts to solve this problem
(Hutter and others, 1995), the integration scheme is Eulerian.
\Ve regard this as an important first step in developing a ro-
hust quasi-two-dimensional model that can be employed in a
three-dimensional terrain. Such a model would have many
uses in practical avalanche-dynamics calculations, including
the determination of the height and location of avalanche-
ddlecting dams (Gruber and others, 1998).

The righthand side of the governing differential equa-
tions is formulated generally in terms of the friction slope,
Sf (for an exact definition see Equation (9)), and the activej
passive pressure parameter, A. Based on the work of Bartelt
and Salm (1998), we briefly state these values for the NIS
model. Russian researchers (Grigorian and Ostoumov,
1995; Eglit, 1998) have also proposed a modified Voellmy-
fluid law in which the dry-friction term of the Voellmy fluid
is limited by a yield stress. The model, however, does not dis-
tinguish between active and passive flow states. The friction
slope for this model is stated and briefly discussed.

The Voellmy-t1uid model is applied to simulate a labora-
tory chute experiment documented in Hutter and others
(1995). Then an extreme avalanche event, AriefajSamedan,
is simulated with flow parameters close to the values recom-
mended by the Swiss Guidelines. To deflect criticism that
Swiss researchers are not prepared to investigate other flow-
ing-avalanche models, we compare the Voellmy-fluid model
with the Russian yield-stress model and the Norwegian NIS
model on the l'vlettlenruns test track. It is difficult, if not im-
possible, to apply the older VS model in Mettlenruns
because there is no clear transition (point P) between the
avalanehe track and runout zone.

As the VS model is so widely used (not only in Switzer-
land), it is of great interest to determine the conditions
under which it will provide correct and reliable results. Most
avalanche-hazard maps in Switzerland and elsewhere have
heen calculated with the VS model. Since huilding projects
may he affected, the results of the VS model have important
financial implications. There is therefore an urgent need to
evaluate the application limits of the simplified VS model
by comparing simulation results to a more complex numeri-
cal model. Since, in practical applications, all avalanche-
dynamics models require the specification of initial flow
conditions, the influence of initial fracture dimensions on
predicted runout distances is investigated in section 7. The
analysis is similar to McClung and Mears' (1995) investiga-
tion. We show the conditions under which the results of the
numerical Voellmy-fluid model will converge with the tradi-
tional VS model. This section underscores the importance of
the initial conditions and the difficulties of applying numeri-
cal methods in practice. It also indicates how snow-avalanche
calculation guidelines must be modified in order to apply any
numerical model for practical avalanche-runout calculations.
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(12)

In summary, the friction slope for the Russian Voellmy-
fluid model is

(14)

(13)

(15)

T = ~pcos'1./Jh for h <::: hy,

T = Tv for h > hy'

the range 0.2 <::: Aa <::: 0.5 and 2.0 <::: Ap <::: 4.6. Alternative
definitions of the active/passive pressure values are possible
(Hutter and others, 1995;McClung and Mears, 1995).This
simple formulation neglects the influence of slope angle, 7,0,
dry friction, ~, and cohesion on the active/passive coeffi-
cient.

This model of avalanche flow clearly oversimplifies a
very complex granular movement, especially in cases where
a ]arg~r fluidiz~d ]ay~r ~xists (e.g. wh~n an avalanche flows
into a narrow gully). These effects are taken into account by
reducing~, as in open-channel-flow hydraulics.

A]ternative flow laws can be introduced into the model.
These will be discussed in the following sections. The differ-
entia] equations are solved numerically using first- and sec-
ond-order upwinded finite-difference schemes. For details
see Sartoris and Barte]t (in press).

Since the late ]960s, Russian researchers, primarily M. Eg]it
and S. Grigorian at Nloscow Stat~ Univ~rsity, hav~ us~d
depth-averaged continuum models to simulate dense-snow
ava]anehe flow. For an overview of this work see Bozhinskiy
and Losev (1987)or Eg]it (]998).These models have been
constructed based on observations and measurements of
real avalanche events in the Caucasus and Khibiny moun-
tain ranges. The Russian implementation of the Voellmy-
fluid model diners from the Swiss model in two important
aspects.

Firstly, the Coulomb friction law was modified by intro-
ducing an upper limit on the dry friction. Mor~ov~r, th~
shear stress at the base of the avalanche is

3. RUSSIAN MODIFICATIONS TO THE VOELLMY-
FLUID MODEL

The height, hv, is the critical snow height at which yi~]ding
at the basal surface occurs:

U2

Sf = ~COSV' + ~h for T < Tv'

, Ty U2

Sf = -+- for T:::O: Tv. (16)
pgh ~h

This law was introduced to explain the fact that large ava-
lanches can travel long distances and simulation with the
standard Voellmy-fluid model produces unsatisfactory
results. This fact is evident in the Swiss Guidelines which
state that diflerent 11 values are to be used for small

TVhv=----
. ~pgcos'lt,

The stress Tv represents the minimal shear strength, or yield
stress, of the sliding surface. Physically, this law implies that
the friction force cannot increase indefinitely with an in-
crease in norma] stress, i.e. an increase in flow depth. The
shear stress on the interface between the avalanche and sli-
ding surface reaches the yield stress and cannot increase
further.

Secondly, the Russian model does not distinguish
between active and passive flow states:

(10)

A = Aa for
au
ax> 0,

A = Ap for
au

(11)-<0.O.T -

rjJ is the internal friction angle, closely related to the angle of
repose of snow. Typical values are in the range
20° <::: ¢ <::: 40°, leading to active/passive pressure values in

where A is th~ so-called active/passiv~ pr~ssure coefficient.
\\le discriminate between active (tensile) and passive (com-
pressive) cases based on sign of the velocity gradient (strain
rate) in the longitudinal direction, au/ox,

pg 2
Tzx((l) = ~(7z +T u . (7)

w~call So th~ acc~leration slope. It is given by

So = sin 7,0 (4)
where W(x) is the inclination of the mountain slope from the
horizontal. The friction slope, Sf, is found by depth-aver-
aging the shear stress gradient:

1 (h OTzx 1 1
pgSf = h io oz dz = h [Tn; (h) - Tn;(O)] = - hTZ"'(O).

(5)

In our definition of a Voellmy fluid, we assume that no
shearing deformations "( occur in the ava]anehe body and
at the top surface:

"(=Tz.r(Z)=0 forO < z<::: h. (6)

The ava]anehe moves as a plug with a velocity that is con-
stant over the depth of flow, h (see Fig. I).No fluidized shear
layer exists since shear deformations are concentrated at the
base of the avalanche; the shear layer is considered small
compared to the avalanche flow height. Th~ basal shear
resistance consists of a dry Cou]omb-Iike friction and a
Chezy-]ike resistance:

This definition allows different amounts of internal flow
friction to be introduced depending on whether the plug is
being longitudinally pulled apart (e.g. in the release zone)
or compressed (e.g. in the runout zone). Rankine's theory is
applied to define the active/passive pressure coefficients:

~:} = tan
2(45° ±~)-

The stress (7z is the overburden pressure at Z = 0 and is
dependent on the flow height:

O"z(O) = pgh cos 'ljJ. (8)

Imp]icit in this definition is the assumption of a hydrostatic
pressure distribution. U is the flow velocity of the plug. The
paramet~rs 11. and ~ (m s 2) are constants whose magnitude
depends, respectively, on snow properties and the roughness
of the flow surface. See Sa]m and others (1990) or Sa]m
(1993)for a more detailed explanation.

The friction slope for aVoellmy fluid is subsequently

U2

Sf = p. cos 'l/J + ~h . (9)

Although no shearing deformations occur within the ava-
]anehe body, the flow plug will certainly undergo consider-
able longitudinal straining. The stress in the longitudinal
direction is proportional to the hydrostatic pressure and is
given by
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UL = 0.300) and large (II = 0.155) avalanches. Both these
valucs arc significantly smaller than measured dry-friction
values (see, e.g., Dent and others, 1998). This model assump-
tion thus explains why flow friction decreases with ava-
lanche size (Bozhinskiy and Losev, 1987).

friction slope is similar to the Voellmy-fluid friction slope
but contains an additional term accounting for internal flow
resistance:

, 8u6 9Vl (1L" - lLo) 8( 1L" - 110) (19)
Sf = bcos7j.' + -h - 4h2 8pg, , x

4. THE NORWEGIAN NIS MODEL

x
Fig. 2. Vertical velocify profile assumed in the HIS model.
Delinition olflow uariables.

1'\ote that when s = 0 (i.e. the surface is perfectly
smooth), lLo = lLh and the velocity profile is rectangular,
a = 1. This physically implies that fluidization of the ava-
lanehe body is caused by terrain roughness.

Sliding resistance at the avalanche base is given by a
Voellmy-fluid law, so it is not surprising that that the NIS

(20)

(21)>1.

Finally, the passive pressure is given by

[
9VI(lLh - lLO)2]

A=1+-----
8gh3 cosVJ

Note that the internal friction is a function of the longitudin-
al strain rate 8(Uh - uo) /8x. Also, the viscous drag term is
a function of the velocity at the base of the avalanche, lLo,
which may diner significantly from the mean flow velocity,
U, of the avalanche,

1 (h
U = h io lL(z) dz.

Thus, in contrast to the Vaellmy-fluid model, the distinc-
tion between active and passive flow states is made in the
friction slope, and not in the "passive" pressure parameter,
A. A nice feature of the NIS model is that it includes a
mechanism to introduce different amounts of internal fric-
tion based on the longitudinal strain rate. Instead of being
introduced in an ad hoc way, as in our Voellmy-fluid model,
this is introduced via a set of constitutive equations.

For a complete description of these terms see ~orem and
others (1987, 1989) or Bartelt and others (1998).

S. A LABORATORY CHUTE EXPERIMENT AND A
FIELD CASE-STUDY

\Vell-documented observations of snow avalanche events
are rare. For this reason, laboratory chute experiments have
been carried out to validate granular flow models (Hutter
and others, 1995). Chute experiments have the advantage
that the initial fracture conditions, geometry of the ava-
lanche track and properties of the flow materials are well
defined. The disadvantage is that the cohesionless flow
materials are not like snow. In this section, one of the many
laboratory experiments published in Hutter and others
(1995) will be simulated using the proposed model.

The laboratory chute consists of two straight 100mm
wide track segments separated by a short transition zone.
In our experiment, 4 kg of glass beads were released down
the first track segment which was inclined at 60° (experi-
ment 117). The second track segment was flat. The track
geometry is shown in Figure 3. The chute was lined with
drawing paper to increase the basal friction. The glass beads
were 3 mm in diameter. High-speed photography was used
to determine the position of the avalanche as a function of
time. Full information, including a series of photographs of
the event, can be found in Hutter and others (1995).

Figure 3 shows the simulated avalanche at various
locations on the track. After release, it accelerates to a ter-
minal velocity of 3.5m s I before coming to rest on the flat
track segment. The ealculated runout distance agrees well
with the experimental value.

In Figure 4 the ealculated and experimental positions of
the front, rear and maximum height are displayed. Good
agreement exists for both the front and rear positions. The
calculated location of the maximum flow height is nearer to
the avalanche front than observed in the experiments. This
position is sensitive to the initial conditions, especially the

(18)__ 8__ ] > 1.
p(m - bV2)

UI, [ 2hR=-= 1+-
Uo :3

The ~IS model is described in Norem and others (1987,1989).
It is based on the idea of using a modified Criminale-Erick-
sen-Filby fluid to model avalanching snow. Although the
constitutive equations contain a cohesion term, all imple-
mentations to date assume that the avalanching snow is com-
pletely cohesionless. The introduction of cohesion is not
possible without finding a suitable definition of the fluidized
layer height. A reformulation of the model, again assuming
that avalanching snow is cohesionless, is described in Bartelt
and Salm (1998). The aim of this section is to briefly present
the model, highlighting the important differences from and
similarities to the Voellmy-fluid model, so that the reader can
understand the upcoming model comparison.

The main difference between the NIS and Voellmy-fluid
models is that the KIS model contains no plug-flow regime.
The velocity profile, shown in Figure 2, is not constant. The
veloeity at the base of the avalanche, lLo, is different from
that at the top surface, lLh. The velocity profilc factor is

o:(x. t) = ~ [9U~ + 61LhlLO+251LG]. (17)
. 4 (31Lh + 21L0)

The avalanehe now body is completely fluidized.
The model contains five flow parameters, b, s, 'Tn, VI and

V2, where b is the coefficient of dry friction (fI), s is the
velocity-squared dynamic-friction parameter (8 = pg / ~),
which like ~ is dependent on surface roughness, m is the
shear viscosity and VI and V2 are the normal stress viscosities.

The ratio R between the upper and lower velocities is
given by
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Fig. 4. Comparison between measuredfront, rear and maxi-
mum height positions and computer simulation shown in Fig-
ure 3. Simulation parameters: J-L = 0.49, ¢ = 2() and
E = 2000 m s-2.

of E = 2000 m s-2 was used in our model to stop the ava-
lanche at the correct location.

The avalanche event used to demonstrate the application
of the numerical Voellmy-fluid model in practice is one of the
four calculation examples o[ the Swiss Guidelines: the Ariefa
avalanche that occurred in carlyJanuary 1951during the cat-
astrophic avalanche in Samedan, Canton Grisons, Switzer-
land. This event is often used to test avalanche-dynamics
models (Salm, 1993;McClung and Mears, 1995;Bartelt and
Gruher,1997) because the terrain is ideal (see Fig.5).The ava-
lanche profile consists of two track segments of nearly con-
stant slope and width. The transition zone between the
avalanche track and runout zone is well defined. Subse-
quently, the track is suitable for analytical methods and a
good first field example to test the proposed numerical model.
More field examples can be found in Bartelt and others (1997).

The avalanche fi'acture zone was large; it extended
between 2000 and 2350 m a.s.l. and was 100-180 m wide. A
constant snowpack fracture-height of 1m was specified fol-
lowing the Swiss Guideline recommendations for regional
fracture depths, which are statistically related to extreme-
precipitation periods. The avalanche fracture volume was
> 70000 m30f snow. The well-calibrated Swiss Guideline
friction values (see Salm and others, 1990) for extreme ava-
lanche events, J-L = 0.155and \, = 25, were specified for the
simulations. A slightly larger viscous drag coefficient,
C, = 2000 m s-2, was chosen to offset the smaller (and more
realistic) flow heights computed by the numerical model
(see Bartelt and others (1997)for a full explanation). All [ric-
tion values remained constant, in time and space, for the en-
tire avalanche event.

Figure 5 depicts the numerical avalanche at various
stages of its motion down the mountainside: in the release
zone (Fig. 5a; the avalanche starts from rest), in the trans-
ition zone (Fig. 5b; the flow heights are over 2 m) and in
the runout zone (Fig. 5c; the avalanche is deposited over a
length of 500 m). The avalanche deposits on the flat track
segment ncar the transition zone cannot be predicted with
the VS model. In each plot the predefined avalanche flow
width is shown. There is good agreement between measured
and predicted avalanche runout. 'fhe Swiss Guidelines pre-
dict a flow velocity of 26.5m s-I in the transition zone; the nu-
merical model predicts 37.0m S-I. The shaded region in the
track-width profile also shows the predicted high-hazard red

:§: 1.0
~
.!!!'
~

0.5

Fig. 3. Computer simulation qf a laboratory chute experiment
in which 4 kg oJ:glassbeads were released down a 60° inclined
chute. (a) Shortly after release; (b) transition zone; ( c) at-
restposition. Thejlow heights are increased ~y aJactor if 3.
TheJinal depositionform agrees well with the experimental
results. Simulation parameters: J-L = 0.49, ¢ = 2() and
E = 2000ms-2.

0.0

:§: 1.0

1.5

0.0

1.5

§
:l! 0.5

initial shape of the mass. In the simulations a rectangular
mass with a constant height was released with an initial
velocity of 2 m s-1. This assumption may not reflect the true
shape of the mass after it has been released.

Previous simulations of this experiment use a Lagran-
gian finite-difference model with artificial diffusion (Hutter
and others, 1995).Hutter's model does not employ a viscous
friction to decelerate the flow mass. Instead only a basal
Coulomb-type friction and an active/passive internal fric-
tion are used. These two friction terms are also employed
in our model. In fact, the magnitude of the friction param-
eters did not differ from those employed in the Lagrangian
model (J-L = 0.49 and ¢ = 26°). However, in contrast to the
Lagrangian model, viscous friction had to be introduced to
regulate the flow velocities. vVithout viscous friction, the
model avalanche flowed past the end of the chute. A value
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2400 a
6. MODEL COMPARISON: METTLENRUNS

The avalanche track we have chosen to compare the three
different models is Mettlenruns, located near the village of
Engi, Canton Glarus, Switzerland. In 1960 our research insti-
tute installed a pressure-measurement panel in the runout
zone of this track at 910 m a.s.l. During winter 1974-75 several
ropes were strung across the avalanche path in order to deter-
mine the flow velocity in front of the panel. Since the distance
between the ropes is known as well as the time required for
the avalanche to reach each rope, the flow velocity can be es-
timated. Between 1962 and 1992 all large avalanche events in
this test region were observed by the local forester, Mr H,
l'vlarti, who noted the date, type of avalanche and weather
conditions. vVeather permitting, he also made sketches of the
avalanche perimeter and estimated the fracture depth. In the
following we are interested in a large wet-snow avalanche
that occurred in stormy weather on 29 December 1974.

The l\1ettlenruns track and this particular avalanche
are interesting for several reasons:

I. The VS method is diflicult to apply because the track
consists of a long slope of almost constant angle (mean
slope angle :::::28'). There is no well-defined runout zone,
and point P, the location of the avalanche's terminal
velocity, is impossible to define(see Fig. 6). It is an ideal
track for demonstrating the advantages of any numeri-
cal model.

2. The runout distance as well as the flow velocity (18 m s '1)
and flow height (8m) at the measurement panel arc
known. The flow height was determined by studying
the flow channel after the avalanche event.
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zone (dynamic pressures >30 kPa) and moderate-hazard
blue zone (dynamic pressures <30 kPa). This information is
used by land-use planners when preparing hazard maps.
Finally, the model predicts 2.0m deposition heights, signifi-
cantly smaller than the 9.0m depositions predicted by the
Swiss Guidelines. The actual avalanche deposition heights
were not recorded.

Fig. 5. The Ariifa/Samedan avalanche. Predicted avalanche
}low heights (a) in the release zone, (b) in the transition
zone, (c) in the run out zone. (b) also depicts maximumJlow
velocities over the length qf the avalanche track. (c) also
shows simulated dynamic impact pressures. The simulated
avalanche reaches a terminal velocity 0/>30 m s-] and travels
>1.5km in 60 seconds. The flow heights are increased ~y a

factor qf 15. The arrow marks the measured runout distance.

3. The entire snowpack fractured, i.e. the avalanche was a
ground avalanche. The total snowpack height was known
and the fracture zone was sketched by the forester.
Hence, the initial fracture conditions, ho = 2.80m,
10 = 150 m and YO = 77700 m:\ are rough but reliable
estimates.

Our goal in this analysis is not to find the parameter
combination that best fits the measurements and obser-
vations. This can easily be achieved with all three models.
Instead we want to approach the problem from a practical
standpoint, i.e. supposing we had the task of protecting
several buildings, say a ski-lift, in the runout zone. The goal
of such an analysis is to find out if the buildings can be
reached by an avalanche, and, if so, its size and velocity, so
that maximum impact pressures can be estimated. Further-
more, since defense strategies often involve deflector dams,
information regarding the flow heights is sought. Sometimes
snow deposited behind dams must be eleared by the (ski-
lift) owner to ensure the eflectiveness ofthe dam. This infor-
mation is required in order to compare the cost-efficiency of
different avalanche defense solutions.

The l'vlettlenruns track is very atypical because informa-
tion on the flow velocities, flow heights and even initial con-
ditions is known. The avalanche profile and flow width have
also been documented and will be used in the analysis.
Usually an analyst does not have this information. The ana-
lyst must rely on his/her experience to select the avalanche
flow width and fracture area. In Switzerland, the Guide-
lines define a procedure for estimating the initial fracture
height. If previous avalanches were recorded, the analyst
might be able to assess the maximum runout distance. Not
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Fig. 6. Computer simulation of.i\1ettlenruns avalanche, show-
ing maximumflow velocities. (a) Voellmy1luid model; (b)
Russianyield-stress model; (c) NorwegianJYIS model. The
flow heights are increased by aJactor of 15. The arrow marks
the observed runout position. The measurement panel is
located at 910 m a.s.l.

o 500

(>30 m s I) at the measurement panel. Since the avalanche
reached the correct runout distance, this means that the
deceleration was too large. Finally, the runout distance was
reached, not in a single continuous motion, but in a series of
waves. This "tide-like" avalanche motion is characteristic of
the Russian model, and is due to the yield stress. Smaller flow
heights have higher dry-friction values, so flow stops and is
overtaken by waves with larger flow heights.

The Norwegian model predicts velocities similar to those
in the Russian model, as well as similar track depositions. The
runout distance is underestimated, but with a more exact
analysis the correct result could be obtained. In contrast to
the Russian model, the Norwegian model underestimates
the observed flow height. In general, we found the Norwegian
model was sensitive to the flow parameters. On this particu-
lar track we found that a slight change in the dry-friction
value made a big difference to the predicted runout distances
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knowing the initial fracture volume, however, makes even
the runout information uncertain.

For the Voellmy-fluid model we will apply the recom-
mended parameters of the Swiss Guidelines for wet-snow
avalanches at this elevation: f.1 = 0.300, ~ = 1000 m s-2 and
,\= 2.5. No other parameter combination will be tested.

For the Russian model we will use Ty / P values reported
in Eglit (1998) to model avalanches in the Elbrus (central
Caucasus) and Khibiny mountain ranges. These arc in the
range 6.0m2js2 :':::Tv/P:'::: 10.Om2js2. Note that in Dent and
Lang (1983) and Lang and Dent (198:1) T!J/ P ratios in the
range 1.5m2js2:,:::Ty/ P :':::3.0 m2js2 were found when back-
calculating slow-moving (dry) avalanche events (velocities
<20 m s i) with a biviscous modified Bingham model. We
will employ Ty/ P = 8.0 m2js2, a value in the middle of the
range of values found by Eglit. It is possible to use higher
yield stresses, but then the model does not differ from the
Voellmy-fluid model, since the yield stress is never reached.
The same dynamic-friction value, ~ = 1000 m s-2, of the
Voellmy-fluid model and Swiss Guidelines will be used. A
higher but experimentally verified dry-friction value,
f.1 = 0.42 (Dent and others, 1998), will be used with the Rus-
sian model. This value is also within the range used by Eglit
(1998).

The Norwegian model is much more difficult to apply
since information on suitable parameter values is not avail-
able. \Ve have found that the parameter combination,
m = 0.002 m2, b = 0.30, 8 = 0.5 kg m :\ 1/1jl/2 = 10 and mj

1/2= 1, models not only the well-documented Aulta ava-
lanche well, but also the extreme avalanches of the Swiss
Guidelines (Bartelt and Salm, 1998); for the Mettlenruns
track, however, these values provide unrealistically large
flow velocities and runout distances. Lacking any alterna-
tive, we will take the parameter combination which
matched the runout distance best: m = 0.01m2, b = 0.50,

'\ .
S = 2.0 kg m " 1/1jl/2 = 10 and mjl/2 = 1.These values differ
significantly from the extreme parameter combination: the
shear viscosity m and dynamic friction s have increased five
and four times, respectively.

The results (velocities and maximum flow heights) of
the computer simulations arc shown in Figures 6 and 7.
The Voellmv-fluid model overestimates the runout distance
and slightl; underestimates (15m s I) the flow velocity at
the measurement panel (18m s-i). The observed flow height
at the panel (8 m) is severely underestimated (3 m). The
Voellmy-fluid model also predicts that the entire fracture
volume is deposited in the runout zone; there are no track
depositions. This is clearly because the dry-friction value
(f.1 = 0.30) is much smaller than the tangent of the mean
slope angle (tan 1j; = 0.53).

The Russian yield-stress model predicts the observed run-
out distance almost exactly. It also simulates the observed 8 m
high flow heights near the measurement panel well. In fact,
the Russian model is the only one to predict increased flow
heights towards the end of the event, after the flow has
become fully developed. These occur at the point where the
avalanche has reached its maximum flow velocity, i.e. in the
transition zone. They occur because the Russian model does
not contain a passive pressure, which makes the flow mass
more rigid than in the Voellmy-fluid and Norwegian models.
The Russian model also predicts significant tail depositions.
The avalanche loses much of its flow mass before stopping (in
contrast to the Voellmy-fluid model). A worrisome feature of
the model is that it predicted too large a flow velocity
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Fig. 8. Computer simulation rif the .Mettlenruns alJalanche
using (a) the Voellmj-fluid model and (b) the .Norwegian
.NIS model. Three different dry-friction values were usedjor
the Voellmj-fluid simulations (f-1 = 25, f-1 = 0.30 and
f-1 = 0.35) and .NIS model simulations (b = 0.45, b = 0.50
and b = 0.55). In all cases, the higher the d~yfriction the
lower the flow velocity. ,Note the large difference in jlow
velocity predicted bj the ./VIS model.
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Mears (1995)and Bartelt and Salm (in press). It consists of
a 1000m long, 25" slope and an 8° runout zone.The width of
the avalanche track is everywhere 1110 = 100m. In all the
simulations the flow parameters were held constant:
f-1 = 0.155, ~ = 2000 m s2 and Ap = 2.5 over the entire
length of the avalanche track. Thesc valucs wcre chosen
because they matchcd the runout distances of the extreme
avalanche events of the SwissGuidelines well.

In the first series of simulations the fracture hcight was
raised from ho = 0.5m to ho = 5.0m in 0.5m intervals. The
length of the fracture zone was held constant at io = 200 m.
In the second series of simulations an alternative strategy
was used to increase the fracture volume: the fracture height
was held constant while the length of the fracture zone was
incrcased from io = 100m to io = 1000m. In both cases the
fracture volume was in the range 104m3

::; Vo ::; 105m3
. The

results of these simulations are shown in Figure 9.
Figure 9 shows that runout distances and flow velocities

are influenced greatly by the arrangement of mass in the
release zone. vVhen fracture heights are raised for a constant
fracture length, mnout distances 5 increase linearly, i.e.
5 ex ho. Conversely, when fracture lengths are increased,
runout distances appear to converge to a constant value.
The difference between the two simulation series is even
more pronounced with respect to flow velocity at point P.
(Point P is located at the transition between thc 25° and 8°
slopes.) For the case of increasing fracture height and con-
stant fracture length, the flow velocity at P increases accord-
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7. INITIAL CONDITIONS AND AVALANCHE
RUNOUT

Fig. 7. Computer simulation oj A1ettlenruns avalanche, show-
ing maximum flow heights. (a) Voellmffluid model; (b)
Russian jield-stress model; (c) .Norwegian }as model. The
flow heights are increased bj afador rif15. The arrow marks
the observed runout position.

In this section the influence of the initial conditions, specifi-
cally the initial fracture height ho and fracture length la, on
runout distanccs and flow velocities is investigated. In the
analysis the same test track is used as in McClung and

and flow velocities. Figure 8a shows three simulations using
theVoellmy-fluid model with the dry-friction values f-1 = 0.25,
f-1 = 0.30 and f-1 = 0.35, and Figure 8b shows three simula-
tions using the NIS model with the dry-friction values,
b = 0.45, b = 0.50 and b = 0.55. In both models, then, the
dry friction varied by only 0.1. Note the large diffcrcncc in
predicted flow velocity for the ~IS model compared to the
Voellmy-fluid model. Thus, the runout distance predicted by
the NIS model can be very sensitive to the dry-friction value,
ifb ~ tan'l/J.
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2 and
Ap = 2.5.

ture heights in the range 0.5m ::; ho ::; 2.0m and long [rac-
ture lengths. The results from the first series o[ simulations
are also apparent in this figurc. The increase in flow velocity
[rom 10 = 200 m to 10 = 400 m is greater than the increase
from 10 = 400 m to 10 = 800 m. Likewise, the terminal
velocity increases with increasing ho at a greater rate than
by increasing the fracture length. In summary, the numeri-
cal Voellmy-fluid model requires large fracture volumes in
order to predict flow velocities similar to those in the VS
model. This result confirms that the traditional VS model
has been well calibrated for extreme avalanche events with
large fracture volumes.

Despite the similarity in computed terminal velocity for
large fracture volumes, the VS and the numerical Voellmy-
fluid model will not predict the same flow height in the mn-
out zone. Results from the numerical simulations [or differ-
ent fracture heights, ho, and the largest fracture length
10 = 800 m, are compared to the predicted VS model
deposition heights in Figure 11.

An important inference from this result is that the
numerical model requires larger ~ values to obtain runout
distances similar to those in the VS model, to compensate
for the smaller flow heights in the mnout zone.
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Fig. 9. (a) Flow velocity at point Pas afunction offracture
volume. (b) Runout distance S as a function rif fracture
volume. In the first series rif simulations the fracture height
was increased; in the second series thefracture length was in-
creased. For thefirst case the numerical model predicts that
Up :x: ,jhQ and 5 :x: ho, which is in agreement with the VS
model.

ing to Up ex ,jhQ. In the series of simulations with increasing
fracture lengths, the results converge very quickly to a con-
stant value.

An important inference from these results is that differ-
ent dense-snow avalanche models cannot be compared to
each other using only the initial fracture volume, or an in-
termediary result such as flow velocity at point P. Thc
results clearly show that for a single fracture volume or
transition-zone velocity, different runout distances arc pos-
sible based on the disposition of mass in the release zone.
From a practical perspcctive this means that cxact informa-
tion concerning the [raeture dimensions is required in order
to correctly back-calculate avalanche events. It also implies
that the model avalanche "remembers" at point P how it
started, i.e. how the fracture volume was dimensioned.

The calculation procedure of the Swiss Guidelines-
the VS model - was used to predict avalanche run out on
the same test track. The results were compared to a series
of numerical simulations with three different fracture
lengths (1o = 200 m, 10 = 400 m and 10 = 800 m) and dif-
ferent fracture heights in the range 0.5m ::; !to ::; 3.5m.
The same flow parameters were employed in all numerical
computations: 11 = 0.15.1, ~ = 2000 m s 2 and '\' = 2..1. The
predicted flow velocities at point P using the VS model and
the numerical simulations are compared in Figure 10.

.Figure 10shows that as the fracture length is increased
the results from the numerical model converge with the
results of the VS model. The best agreement occurs for frac-
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From the standpoint of the numerical model the VS model
does not increase fracture volume linearly, but quadrati-
cally with ho. This is why the VS model is so sensitive to the
fracture height, as pointed out by McClung and Mears
(1995).It should be emphasized that Equation (22) is valid
only for this particular problem and cannot be applied to
other terrains. \\Then the fracture lengths of the numerical
model are chosen according to this formula, the runout dis-
tances of the Guidelinc and numerical models can be
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Fig. 13. (a) Runout distance S usfracture height ho using
Equation (22). (b) Velociry at point P Up usfracture height
ho using Equation (22).
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8. CONCLUSIONS

brought into very good agreement, This is shown in Figure
l3a.

It is important to recall that the VS model calculations
have been carried out using ~ = 1000m s 2, whereas the
numerical model used ~ = 2000 m s-2. As discussed above,
this modification is necessary to compensate for the too
large flow heights predicted by the VS model in the runout
zone. Subsequently, the correspondence between the two
models is not as good in velocity space. The relationship
between velocity at point P and runout distance using Equa-
tion (22) is shown in Figure 13b.

(22)lo = SOho + 140 m.

The present SW'issGuideline procedures for avalanche
calculation are based on the selection of a fracture hcight
ho, which is related to an avalanche return period. Numeri-
cal models, as used here, require in addition to this value the
fracture length, lo. This means that the fracture length must
also be related to a return period for a particular terrain.
This is a formidable task and an absolute prerequisite for
the (predictive) application of numerical models in prac-
tice. To ascertain how the fracture length could be specified,
it is necessary to compare the VS and numerical models
further. In the next series of numerical calculations, runout
distances are related directly to different fracture volumes.
To compensate for the fact that the numerical model pre-
dicts significantly smaller flow heights in thc runout zone,
however, different ~values are used. The numerical compu-
tations are carried out using ~ = 2000 m s2, whereas the VS
calculations use ~ = 1000m s-2.

Figure 12plots runout distance against fracture heights.
The runout distances of the numerical model were cal-
culated using three different fracture lengths (lo = 200 m,
10 = 400 m and 10 = 800 m). The results show that for frac-
ture lengths lo > 400 m the numerical model predicts larger
runout distances for equal fracture heights; for 10 < 200 m it
predicts shorter runout distances. These fracture lengths are
reasonable for extreme avalanche events, suggesting again
that the VS model has been well calibrated for large fracture
volumes. The VS model results also increase linearly
between the two curves lo = 200 m and 10 = 400 m. Thus,
a better way of interpreting these results is to state that the
VS model appears to increase fracture length, from
lo = 200 m to 10 = 400 m, as the fracture height is increased
from ho = 0.5m to ho = 3.5m. Moreover, the VS model
assumes a specific relation between fracture height and
length. For this particular problem we have found this
relation to be

Fig. 12. Runout distance S usfracture height hofor different
fracture lengths.
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In this paper a numerical dense-snow avalanche model has
been presented which is now being tested for avalanche run-
out predictions in Switzerland. The numerical model has
been used to simulate both laboratory chute experiments
and actual avalanche events. The model does not require
the specification of point P, determines the motion of the
leading edge of the avalanche, calculates the distribution of
avalanche snow in the deposition zone and predicts signifi-
cantly smaller deposition heights than the traditional VS
model. Thus, the numerical model resolves many of the
shortcomings of the traditional VS model.

The numerical model has been constructed such that it
contains two additional flowing-avalanche models, the
~orwegian KIS model and the Russian yield-stress model.

The main difference between the NIS model and the
SwissVoellmy-fluid model is the assumption of plug flow.In
its present formulation, the NIS model assumes that the en-
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tire flowheight is fluidized, i.e. shear strain rates exist within
the entire flowbody.The velocity at the top flowing surface is
higher than the basal sliding velocity.The shear strain rate is
directly related to surface roughness. In the Voellmy-fluid
model, shear strains are concentrated at the sliding base;
internal flow resistance is governed only by the active/pas-
sive flow state. \Ve believe that the Voellmy-fluid assumption
of a highly cohesive flow material moving primarily in a
plug-flow regime represents dense-snow avalanche behavior
more accurately, especially in the runout zone.

At present, we find the NIS model difficult to apply in
practical avalanche-dynamics calculations because a set of
well-calibrated flow parameters does not exist. In certain
terrain, such as Ylettlenruns, the simulation results are very
sensitive to the choice of dry friction. The model, in general,
predicts highcr (and in thc casc of Mcttlenruns, unrealistic)
flow velocities than the Voellmy-fluid model.

Despite these physical and practical objections, in pre-
vious work (Bartelt and Salm, 1998)we havc found that the
NIS model can simulatc both field experiments and the ex-
treme avalanche case-studies of the Swiss Guidelines wcll.
Furthermore, the mathematical formulation of thc model
elcarly distinguishcs bctwccn intcrnal flow resistance and
sliding friction because it is based on a elearly defined consti-
tutive law and a basal slip condition. \Ve therefore regard the
N'ISmodel as a possible precursor to more sophisticated ava-
lanche-dynamics models which will contain both a plug-flow
and a fluidized layer regime. Until such a model is dcvelopcd,
the Voellmy-fluid model, although an oversimplification of
avalanching snow bchavior, can bc uscd for practical ava-
lanchc-dynamics calculations.

Russian researchers have modified the Voellmy-fluid
model by limiting the dry friction by a yield stress. This
modification produces three important effects:

1. It allows both large and small avalanches to be modeled
with similar and, compared to the Swiss Guidelincs,
higher dry-friction values.

2. Because larger dry-friction values arc cmploycd, thc
model predicts significantly morc tail depositions on
steep track segments.

3. Avalanche motion IS not continuous, but occurs In a
wave-like motion.

These are all interesting additions to the SwissVoellmy-fluid
model. As shown in the Mettlenruns case-study, the modifi-
cations certainly bring the experimentally mcasured and
applied dry-friction values into much better agreement. They
also allow the simulation of many processes, such as track de-
position, which are observed in real avalanchc cvcnts. Gu-
bler's flowing-avalanche velocity measurements near the
Lukmanier pass, however, did not reveal a wave-like motion.
From a practical standpoint, it is not elear whether these
elTectscan be included in a real avalanche-dynamics calcula-
tion. In an actual casc-study, thc analyst must assume a
"worst-case scenario".This means, [or example, assuming that
the avalanche does not lose mass during its downward
motion. Thc analyst would also have to assume that the ava-
lanche reaches its target in one strong motion, not in succes-
sive waves of lesser intensity. In the end, the analyst must
assume a small yield stress.This is similar to using aVoellmy-
fluid model with a small dry-friction value. (They are not
equal since the dry friction would not depend on the normal
force.)

Bartelt and others: Dense-snow avalanche runout

Before numerical models are introduced in practice, one
avalanche-dynamics problem must be be confronted in
more detail: the specification of the initial fracture condi-
tions. In this paper, we have investigatcd in dctail the influ-
ence of fracture height and length on predicted avalanche
runout. The fracture dimensions have been found in which
the unsteady numerical Voellmy-fluid model converges with
the traditional VS model. We have discovcrcd that the pres-
ent Swiss Guidelines on avalanche runout implicitly define
an extreme avalanchc to havc not only higher fracture
depths but also longer fracture lengths. This procedure
could be explicitly adopted by the Guidelines, but must first
bc analyzcd. \Nell-formulated guideline procedures must be
devised to determine initial fracture dimensions before
models that track the motion of an avalanche from initiation
to runout can be used in practice.

Finally, an important advantage of the Eulerian formu-
lation adopted in the numerical solution is that a two-
dimensional model, where the changing flow width o[ the
avalanche in three-dimensional tcrrain is simulatcd, can
easily be developed from the one-dimensional model pre-
sented here. This step has, in fact, already been accom-
plished, again using a Vocllmy-fluid model with active/
passive longitudinal straining (Gruber and others, 1998).
However, more work comparing model results to avalanche
experiments is required before results ofthis recent develop-
ment can be introduced in the Guidelines.
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